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Important information
About the presentation
This presentation material (the "Presentation ") is prepared by Helgeland Sparebank ("HSB") and SpareBank 1 Nord-Norge ("SNN") for the sole purpose of providing information to the market
in connection with a planned transaction where HSB inter alia acquires parts of SNN's business related to SNN's branches at Helgeland. Arctic Securities AS, Pareto Securities AS and Sparebank
1 Markets (the "Managers") have been engaged as advisors in connection with the transactions.
The Presentation describes a planned public offering of equity capital certificates in HSB that is pre-subscribed for and guaranteed by SNN and Sparebankstiftelsen Helgeland [+++],
respectively. The public offering is scheduled to be completed in connection with the execution of the other transactions described in this Presentation and any subscription in the planned
public offering must be made based on the investor documentation then prepared in connection with the public offering. This Presentation is solely for information purposes regarding the
transactions and does not constitute, and shall not be construed or interpreted as, an offer to acquire equity capital certificates in HSB or SNN.
Disclaimer of liability
No external parties have independently verified any information included in the Presentation, including any statements about future circumstances of HSB and SNN's operations and
assumptions underlying such statements, and neither external parties, HSB nor SNN undertakes to this. Neither HSB, SNN nor the Managers guarantee, explicitly or implicitly, that the
information contained in the Presentation is complete, accurate, up-to-date and correct, and assumes no responsibility for the information contained, or omitted from the Presentation, nor for
any written, electronic or oral communication provided to recipients in connection with the recipient's own investigation and evaluation of HSB and/or its business.
Neither HSB, SNN nor the Managers have authorized any other persons to provide anyone with information related to the Presentation, and will therefore not accept responsibility for
information provided by anyone other than HSB, SNN or the Managers.
No updates
The information in this Presentation is valid as at the date of the Presentation. There may have occurred changes, circumstances and events after the date of this Presentation affecting SNN or
HSB. Neither the issuance or delivery of this Presentation shall under any circumstances imply that the information contained in the Presentation is correct at any time after the date of the
Presentation or that circumstances at HSB or SNN have been unchanged.
Forward-looking statements
Some of the statements in the Presentation may relate to future affairs, including statements regarding intent, opinions and beliefs or current expectations of HSB or SNN and their
management with regards to, inter alia, (i) goals and strategies, (ii) plans for new product development, (iii) marketing plans, (iv) the target markets of the banks, (v) evaluation of the banks'
markets, competition and competitive position, and (vi) trends that are stated or implied by financial or other information or description included in the Presentation. Such statements
regarding future conditions are no guarantee of future development, and are associated with known and unknown factors of risk and uncertainty and other factors, which may cause actual
results, performance and outcomes to be materially different from future results, performance or outcomes stated or implicitly provided by statements and information contained in this
Presentation, including, among other things, the risks and uncertainties associated with the banks' operations, segments, development, growth, management, financing, market development
and customer relationships and, more generally, general financial terms and conditions related to business, change in national framework conditions and laws and EU regulations, taxes, change
in competition and pricing conditions, exchange rate fluctuations and interest rate levels, and other factors. If one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or if the underlying
assumptions prove to be incorrect, the actual results may differ materially from the results described in the Presentation.
No advice
The contents of this Presentation shall not be considered as financial, legal, tax, business or other professional advice. The recipient of the Presentation must consult with their own
professional advisors for such advice.
Legislation and legal venue
This Presentation is governed by Norwegian law, and any claim or dispute that may arise based on this Presentation shall have Brønnøy District Court as legal venue.
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Future-oriented bank collaboration in Helgeland
 Helgeland Sparebank ("HSB") and SpareBank 1 Nord-Norge ("SNN") are
establishing a forward-looking bank collaboration to ensure continued growth
and development in the Helgeland region.
 HSB is to acquire SNN’s banking business linked to the branches in Helgeland
and 15% of the shares of the subsidiary EiendomsMegler 1 Nord-Norge AS
 The parties have agreed an intention regarding the purchase of shares of
SpareBank 1 Finans Nord-Norge AS and SpareBank 1 Regnskapshuset
Nord-Norge AS
 SNN will become a long-term owner of 19.99% of the equity certificates
of HSB, and the two banks will develop a business collaboration whereby
SNN delivers a number of services, in particular in the capital markets
sphere, to HSB
 Through its ownership in SamSpar, HSB concurrently enters the SpareBank 1
Alliance whose presence in North Norway is thereby strengthened
 Will strengthen and expand products and services to all the bank’s
customers

The joint focus on the Helgeland region is
altogether expected to provide a basis for
greater lending, increased incomes, lower
costs and more efficient use of the banks’
equity capital
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Closer collaboration between HSB and SNN
HSB buys 3%
SAMSPAR

SNN acquires 19.99%
stake

SAMSPAR UTVIKLING
BOLIGKREDITT

HSB given access to
direct ownership in
alliance companies

HSB acquires SNN’s
business in
Helgeland

Helgeland portfolio

Subsidiaries

HSB buys 15%
EIENDOMSMEGLER

Ownership
terminated

Agreement of
intent

SNN will be present, and will have substantial capital employed, in the Helgeland region – both directly
through major corporate exposures and subsidiaries, but ahead also through its ownership in HSB
STRENGT FORTROLIG
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Strengthened position and profitability for SNN
 SNN to become a long-term owner of 19.99% of the equity certificates of HSB, employing substantial capital in a
continuingly important region for SNN.
 SNN will develop and deliver services to HSB and their customers in areas such as settlements, international
payments, fixed-interest, forex and other capital market products
 Through HSB’s ownership of EiendomsMegler 1 Nord-Norge and distribution and reference agreements with,
respectively, SpareBank 1 Finans Nord-Norge and SpareBank 1 Regnskapshuset Nord-Norge, the customer base
and cost efficiency of the product companies are increased
 The sale of the bank’s portfolio in Helgeland to HSB provides increased profitability and enhanced capital
efficiency for SNN
 The equity capital tie-up is reduced by just over NOK 300 million
 The transactions are calculated to strengthen SNN’s annual earnings by about NOK 25-35 million in the
period 2022-2024 as a result of inter alia ownership in HSB, reduced joint costs and sale of services directly
or through HSB’s subsidiaries
 The overall accounting gain comes to about NOK 50 million
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New strategic direction for Helgeland Sparebank
 HSB to join the SpareBank 1 Alliance and become a member of SamSpar
 This will ensure access to competitive product companies and services in addition
to more capital efficient solutions and a lower funding costs through SpareBank 1
Boligkreditt AS
 Name to be changed to SpareBank 1 Helgeland
 SNN and HSB to initiate a strategic collaboration
 HSB to take over the business of SNN’s branches in the Helgeland region
 SNN to become a long-term owner of 19.99% of the equity certificates of HSB
 HSB to purchase 15% of EiendomsMegler 1 Nord-Norge, and the parties’ shared
intention is that HSB shall become an owner of SpareBank 1 Finans Nord-Norge and
SpareBank 1 Regnskapshuset Nord-Norge.
 The transaction strengthens the bank’s income base and creates a more efficient
platform for banking operations.
 The present ownership in Frende Forsikring, Brage Finans, Norne Securities and Rede
Eiendomsmegling to be disposed of in collaboration with the current owners
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HSB’s position strengthened in the Helgeland region


HSB to take over
SNN’s banking
operations in
Helgeland

HSB to enter the
SpareBank 1
Alliance through
ownership position
in SamSpar
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The bank portfolio to be taken over by Helgeland Sparebank comprised as at 31.12.19 NOK 10.2 billion in loans
(of which about NOK 3.2 billion had been transferred to SpareBank 1 Boligkreditt) and about NOK 3.5 billion in
deposits


Exposures with individual loss provisions will not be taken over



The bank portfolio to be transferred from SNN has a higher proportion of commission income from nonlife and life insurance than does HSB’s existing bank portfolio



The proportion of loans transferred to the residential mortgage company will increase in the run-up to the
transaction



The business covers altogether 4 branches with overlapping locations in, respectively, Brønnøysund, Mo i Rana,
Mosjøen and Sandnessjøen. The business will continue with one branch in each town.



The transactions and the integration process are expected to be completed in the first half of 2021



HSB will also become part of the SpareBank 1 Alliance through the purchase of 3% of the ownership
participations in Samarbeidende Sparebanker AS and Samarbeidende Sparebanker Utvikling DA (together known
as “SamSpar”)



Through its entry into SamSpar, HSB acquires:


Ownership and distribution rights for products from inter alia the insurance company Fremtind AS



Access to the SpareBank 1 Alliance’s IT systems, joint development etc., which will further strengthen the
bank’s competitive power



Entry into SamSpar will be completed as soon as practically possible and in conjunction with the transfer of
business
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More about SNN’s banking business in Helgeland
• SNN’s banking business in Helgeland, which is to be
transferred, comprises four branches with associated loan,
deposit and insurance portfolios
• The loan portfolio to be transferred comprised as at 31
December 2019 about NOK 8.9 billion in loans to the
personal market and NOK 1.2 billion in loans to the corporate
market
• Deposits totalled about NOK 3.5 billion at the same point in
time
• In addition to the banking business, management rights and
obligations related to SNN’s non-life and life portfolio in
Helgeland will be transferred

Distribution of loans by segment
Loans

12%

0%

PM

PM 19%

CM

CM

BM

BM
88%

Sector distribution CM portfolio
Real estate
Construction

NOK

10.2bn

6,800
borrowers

Fisheries and aquaculture
Services
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3%

5% 1% 4%

7%

34%

9%

Hotels
Retail trade
Energy and manufactoring
Other

Note: Alle tall er per 31. desember 2019

7%

72%

Agriculture

Net loans

Deposits

14%
23%
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Branch amalgamations create greater critical mass and
strengthen HSB’s presence in the region
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Mo i Rana

Sandnessjøen

Before the transaction:

Before the transaction:

HSB: 36 FTEs

HSB: 10 FTEs

SNN: 13 årsverk

SNN: 8 FTEs

After the transaction:

After the transaction:

The business will be
localised to HSB’s
present branches

The business will be
localised to SNN’s
present branches

Mosjøen

Brønnøysund

Before the transaction:

Before the transaction:

HSB: 19 FTEs

HSB: 11 FTEs

SNN: 9 FTEs

SNN: 8 FTEs
After the transaction:
The business will be
localised to HSB’s
present branches

•
•

Helgeland Sparebank
SpareBank 1 Nord-Norge

After the transaction:
The business will be
localised to HSB’s
present branches

After the transfer of business HSB expects to have about 30 redundant employees
Staff reductions will be sought through voluntary resignations and natural wastage, and a process has been initiated with
union representatives to ensure that the interests of all employees are attended to in the best possible manner
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HSB’s entry into the SpareBank 1 Alliance
SamSpar and the SpareBank 1 Alliance
HSB to buy 3% of the shares of Samarbeidende SpareBanker AS
(«SamSpar») and Samarbeidende SpareBanker Utvikling DA for a total
price of of NOK 150 million
3%

Samarbeidende Sparebanker AS

3%

Samarbeidende Sparebanker Utvikling DA

19.5%

18%

SpareBank 1 Gruppen AS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SpareBank 1 Forsikring AS
Fremtind Forsikring
ODIN Forvaltning
SpareBank 1 Factoring AS
Modhi Finance AS
Sparebank 1 Spleis AS
LO favør AS
Conecto AS

A better and more complete financial offering for
HSB’s customers
Solid banking has passed down the generations in Helgeland – despite
150 years of history, HSB and SNN have chosen to come together to create
a joint banking collaboration in the Helgeland region
Uniting efforts in a strategic collaboration will strengthen both HSB and
SNN, bringing increased profitability as a result of substantial synergies


Fremtind Forsikring is the country’s third largest insurance company,
with the largest distribution volume via a bank



A new and complete offering of accounting, finance and leasing
services, as well as estate agency services, through SNN-affiliated
companies



Improved arrangements for additional services such as saving and
investment, insurance and pensions for individuals and companies



The banks will develop a business collaboration whereby SNN delivers
a number of services to HSB



The SpareBank 1 Alliance represents a larger and broader income
base for HSB



The SpareBank 1 Alliance operates an extensive and efficient IT
collaboration in which the banks utilise a common digital platform
and share development costs, thereby ensuring a more efficient
platform for banking operations

SpareBank 1 Utvikling DA
•
•
•

EiendomsMegler 1 Norge AS
SpareBank 1 Kundesenter AS
SpareBank 1 Verdipapirservice AS

Today’s SamSpar banks
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Helgeland Sparebank steps out of the “Frende collaboration”
 Helgeland Sparebank is to terminate its ownership participation in Frende Forsikring, Brage Finans, Norne Securities and Balder
Betaling as a consequence of its entry into the SpareBank 1 Alliance
 Frende Forsikring is owned by 15 independent savings banks and comprises the life company Frende Livsforsikring and Frende
Skadeforsikring
 HSB’s stake: 7.9%
 The offering to be replaced by Fremtind Forsikring
 Brage Finans is owned by 12 independent savings banks
 Stake: 8.6%
 The offering to be replaced by SpareBank 1 Finans Nord-Norge
 Norne Securities is owned by 14 independent savings banks and Must Invest AS
 Stake: 7.5%
 The offering to be replaced by services from, among others, SpareBank 1 Nord-Norge
 Balder Betaling is owned by 15 savings banks managing a participation of about 10.5% in Vipps AS
 Stake: 6.85%
 Upon stepping out, HSB will receive its proportionate share of Balder’s stake in Vipps
 The above processes are planned to be carried out in the course of 2020
STRENGT FORTROLIG
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Financial effects of the transaction
Public issue
• A public issue of up to NOK 800 million
• The issue is subscribed and underwritten
by SNN and the foundation
Sparebankstiftelsen Helgeland
respectively
• Up to NOK 220 million underwritten by
Sparebankstiftelsen Helgeland – will be
offered to all the bank’s owners
• The issue will be carried out at a price
corresponding to 0.75x of the book value
of owners’ capital as at the end of the
latest completed quarter prior to the
transfer
• SNN has undertaken to subscribe equity
certificates such that after the issue SNN
will own a 19.99% of the equity
certificates of HSB

Transfer of business and buying into
product companies
• HSB to purchase SNN’s business in the
Helgeland region for a cash consideration
of NOK 100 million, corresponding to
excess of purchase price over net assets
acquired (incl. a share of synergies)
• HSB to join SamSpar and the SpareBank 1
Alliance by acquiring 3% of the shares
and units of SamSpar for a cash
consideration of NOK 150 million
• HSB to purchase 15% of the shares of
SNN’s wholly-owned subsidiary
EiendomsMegler 1 Nord-Norge AS for
NOK 20 million with the intention of
purchasing shares of SpareBank 1
Regnskapshuset Nord-Norge AS and
SpareBank 1 Finans Nord-Norge AS
• HSB to terminate its participation in the
companies Frende, Brage, Balder, Norne
and Rede.

Attractive synergies
•

The carrying through of the transactions
is calculated to strengthen HSB’s annual
earnings by about NOK 80-120 million in
the period 2022-2024

•

The increased earnings include cost
synergies as well as more and larger
income opportunities for the bank

•

HSB’s one-time integration costs related
to the carrying through of the
transactions are calculated at about
NOK 90-110 million

•

The transactions will in addition entail
some accounting write-downs of IT
systems

•

The effect on earnings per equity
certificate is expected to be
approximately earnings neutral in 2022,
thereafter gradually turning positive
with full effect as from 2024

Note 1): An adjustment will be made to HSB’s book equity capital for any allocations made by the bank to equity capital as a result of the forthcoming integration as at the end of the latest completed quarter prior to the transfer.
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The way ahead for Helgeland Sparebank
 HSB to join the SpareBank 1 Alliance and become a member of SamSpar
 This will provide a strengthened income base through additional services in, among
other areas, saving and investment, insurance and pensions to individuals and
companies, along with a more efficient platform for banking operations
 Name to be changed to SpareBank 1 Helgeland
 SNN and HSB to initiate a strategic collaboration
 The two banks will develop a business collaboration whereby SNN delivers a
number of services, in particular in the capital market sphere, to HSB
 The offering in the Helgeland region, inter alia in accounting, finance and leasing
and estate agency services, will be expanded
 Customers will altogether be afforded an improved and more complete financial offering
 A new strategic direction for HSB through an improved and broader banking platform
geared to the future, and strengthened capacity for earnings and profitability. HSB will
consider raising the annual return-on-equity target from 10% to 11% as from 2023.

The joint focus on the Helgeland region
is altogether expected to provide a
basis for greater lending, increased
incomes, lower costs and more efficient
use of the banks’ equity capital
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